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Abstract: We introduce, in this paper, the right weakly p.p. rings as the generaliza-

tion of right p.p. rings. It is shown that many properties of the right p.p. rings can

be extended onto the right weakly p.p. rings. Relative examples are constructed. As

applications, we also characterize the regular rings and the semisimple rings in terms

of the right weakly p.p. rings.
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1 Introduction

Throughout this paper, R is an associative ring with identity and all modules are unitary.

J(R) and Z(RR) denote, respectively, the Jacobson radical and the right singular ideal of R.

If X is a subset of R, the right (resp. left) annihilator of X in R is denoted by r(X) (resp.

l(X)). If X = {a}, we usually abbreviate it to r(a) (resp. l(a)). For the usual notations, we

refer the readers to [1–3].

A ring R is called Baer (see [2]) if the right annihilator of every nonempty subset of R is

generated by an idempotent. The class of Baer rings play a special role in the theory of rings

of operators in functional analysis. The notion of p.p. rings is closely related to that of Baer

rings. Recall that a ring R is said to be right p.p. (see [4]) (or right Rickart) provided that

every principal right ideal is projective, or equivalently the right annihilator of any element

of R is a summand of RR. A ring is called a p.p. ring if it is both left and right p.p. ring.

We say that an element a of R is right p.p. if aR is projective, or equivalently, if r(a) = eR
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for some e2 = e ∈ R. Obviously, R is a right p.p. ring if and only if every element of R is

right p.p. The p.p. rings and their generalizations have been extensively studied by many

authors (see [4–12]). A ring R is called a generalized right p.p. ring if for any a ∈ R, the

right ideal anR is projective for some positive integer n, depending on a, or equivalently, if

for any a ∈ R, the right annihilator of an is generated by an idempotent for some positive

integer n, depending on a.

A right R-module M is called GP -injective (see [13]) (or Y J-injective in [14]) if, for any

0 ̸= a ∈ R, there exists a positive integer n such that an ̸= 0 and any right R-homomorphism

from anR to M extends to one from R to M . A right R-module N is said to be P -injective

provided that for any a ∈ R, any right R-homomorphism from aR to N can extend to one

from R to N . A ring R is right GP -injective (resp. P -injective) if R is GP -injective (resp.

P -injective) as a right R-module. It was shown that left GP -injective rings are the proper

generalization of left P -injective rings (see [15]). In the recent paper, Mao et al.[8] proved

that R is a right p.p. ring if and only if every quotient module of any (P -)injective right

R-module is P -injective. It was also shown that a ring R is regular if and only if R is a right

p.p. and right P -injective ring if and only if R is a right p.p. and right C2 ring.

This inspires us to develop right weakly p.p. rings. We say that, in this paper, a nonzero

element a of R is called right weakly p.p. if there exists a positive integer n such that an ̸= 0

and anR is projective, or equivalently, r(an) = eR for some e2 = e ∈ R. The ring R is said

to be the right weakly p.p. provided that every nonzero element of R is right weakly p.p.

Some examples are given to show that the right weakly p.p. elements need not be the right

p.p. elements and the generalized right p.p. rings need not be the right weakly p.p. rings.

Many properties of the right p.p. rings are extended onto the right weakly p.p. rings. In

Section 3 of the present paper, we investigate the extensions of the right weakly p.p. rings.

It is proven that a ring R is right semihereditary if and only if the matrix ring Mn(R) is right

weakly p.p. for every n ≥ 1. Section 4 is devoted to the applications of the right weakly

p.p. rings. We characterize (von Neumann) regular rings and the semisimple Artinian rings

in terms of the right weakly p.p. rings. Several well-known results are also extended.

2 Right Weakly P.P. Rings

We start this section with the definition.

Definition 2.1 A nonzero element a of R is called right weakly p.p. if there exists a

positive integer n such that an ̸= 0 and anR is projective, or equivalently, r(an) = eR for

some e2 = e ∈ R. The ring R is said to be right weakly p.p. provided that any nonzero

element of R is right weakly p.p. Similarly, we have the concepts of left weakly p.p. elements

and rings.

Remark 2.1 (1) Obviously, the right p.p. rings are right weakly p.p. and the right

weakly p.p. rings are the right generalized p.p. rings.


